The growing Ldmand for mobility has increased the need to develop more efficient, reliable and cost effective services for data transmission over the air interface. The air interface, as compared to the wired domain, is characterized by a high bit-error-rate, limited bandwidth, and intermittent connectivity. In addition, power in the hand-held devices and laptops is limited by the battery technology.
Introduction
Users of portable devices increasingly want mobility while continuing to access and exchange information on the global communications infrastructure. This demand is being met by rapid advances in the wireless technology. Unlike in the wired domain, where high speed, high reliability, and low bit-error rates are customary, the communication links based on the wireless technology have limited bandwidth, intermittent connectivity, and high bit-error rates. Considerable research effort is presently directed towards developing techniques which make efficient use of the limited wireless bandwidth. The tdechnique proposed in this paper is also based on this objective.
More specifically, in this paper, we focus on t,he problem of real-time cominunication over a wireless link. Unlike in non-real-time applications, mes-* The work reported here is supported in part by the National Science Foundation grant MIP-9526761. sage packets in real-time applications like videoconferencing, video-phone, and flexible manufacturing system have deadline constraints by which they are expected to be delivered to the destination. Message packets which do not reach the destination on time contain stale information and must be discarded by the application. This results in a deterioration in the quality of service perceived by the application.
Techniques in the literature for real-time communication in the wired domain rely on a combination of admission control, resource reservation, and scheduling to guarantee the deadlines of message packets (see [la] for key references). Since the bit-error rates are extremely low in the wired domain, these techniques assume that all packets reach their destination errorfree. This assumption, however, does not hold in the wireless domain because of the high-bit-error rates. In this paper, we consider the problem of real-time communication under high bit-error rates.
Existing solutions to deal with the high bit-error rates of a wireless link involve use of error-correcting codes and retransmissions. For example, in [6, 111,  the solution relies on multiple retransmissions to convey the packet correctly across the wireless interface. The solution in [5] , sends multiple copies of the packet at once in the hope that at least one of these copies will be correctly received. These schemes do not focus on reducing the bandwidth 01' the power consumed in the mobile host to reliably convey these packets.
To reduce the bandwidth required to transmit the packets reliably, Badrinath and Sudame introduced t,he "send or not to send" concept [I] . In this scheme, the sender monitors the status of the air interface between the sender and the receiver. If the air interface is judged to be noisy, the sender defers transmitting the packet to a later t,ime. A different approach was proposed in [9] . Here, the sender monitors the 0-7803-4383-2/98/$10.00 0 1998 IEEE. status of the air interface to identify the best errorcorrecting code to, maximize the channel goodput for a given bound on the probability of the packet having non-correctable erkors, In this paper, wk adapt and combine the ideas in [l] and [9] to deal witk packets with deadline constraints.
However, unlike ir [l] , the decision to defer transmission of a packet i:! made based on both the deadline of the packet and Ithe status of the air interface. Furthermore, depending on the deadline and the status of the air interfaccb, our solution also selects the best error-correcting c(/de from a given set of codes with an objective of bellancing the need for delivering the packet on time with the need to conserve bandwidth. Here again, unlikc in [9] , the deadline of the packet is crucial in selecting i the error-correcting code. The decision to defer +nd the selection of the best errorcorrecting code inlour solution, is done using a simple table-driven approach. The entries in this table are optimally determibed once during initialization of the application using dynamic programming. Simulation results show that k,he proposed strategy is very effective in reducing t e bandwidth without jeopardizing I the probability of P lpackets meeting their deadlines.
The rest of thic/ paper is organized as follows. A formal description1 of the assumptions and the model considered in this1 paper are presented in Section 2. The problem staitement and the proposed solution along with some ipplementation issues are presented in Section 3. The bimulation results are presented in Section 4. The paher concludes with Section 5.
System Miode1
Model of a rea-time message stream. The scheme proposed i I , this paper does not depend on the direction of the cobmunication. Therefore, we use the generic terms, sei'der and receiver in the rest of this paper. Due to the timing constraints within the application running ion the mobile host, each packet in the stream has a cieadline constraint by which it is expected to be deliv red to the receiver. If a packet does not reach the rece'ver within the deadline, we assume that there is a deterioration in the quality of service perceived by the t I pplication. The amount of deterioration depends onlthe type of the packet. For example, in an MPEG vidfo stream, a tardy I-type packet will cause more deteribration than a tardy P-type packet, tardy B-type packet [4] .
In this paper, we model these differences lbetween packet types by associating a different rewarcl with each type of packet. The re-
.
which in turn wibl cause more deterioration than a ward represents the positive impact on the quality of service perceived by the application as a result of the packet being delivered to the application on time.
Let 7 be the set of packet types in a real-time message stream. For each type T E 7 , let s (~) 2 0 denote the associated reward.
Model of the error-recovery scheme. The two commonly used techniques for error-recovery are Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) and Forward Error Correction (FEC). In ARQ, the sender transmits a packet and waits for an acknowledgment from the receiver. If an acknowledgment is not received within a pre-determined time period or if a negative acknowledgment is received, the packet is retransmitted by the sender. FEC schemes, on the other hand, incorporate redundancy into the packets so that the receiver can directly correct the errors which occur during transmission. The redundancy introduced into the packets is derived using error-correcting codes. In this paper, we assume that the sender uses a combination of ARQ and FEC scheme. However, since in a real-time message stream, there is no use in delivering packets past their deadlines, the ARQ scheme does not retransmit packets whose deadlines have expired. The FEC is done using Reed Solomon (RS) codes.
Also, the traditional assumption in literature is that the sender uses the same error-correcting code in each of its attempt to deliver a packet on time. In contrast, in this paper, we assume the sender can use any one of a given set of error-correcting codes, C = {co, e l , . , . , c q } , in each of its transmissions. We assume that code ci+l can correct more errors than code ci, 0 5 i 5 q -1. Correspondingly, for a given number of message bits, the number of check bits required for code ci+l is more than that for code ci. We let $~( c ; ) be the total number of bits to be transmitted when a packet of L message bits is encoded using code ci. By our earlier assumption, $~( c i + l ) 2 $~( c i ) for 0 5 i 5 q .
In the proposed approach, the sender can also choose to defer the transmission of a packet. For simplicity of presentation, we let co E C represent the decision to defer, i.e., code co is a special code with G~( c 0 ) = 0, but with zero probability of correct delivery. Clearly, if the sender uses more than one errorcorrecting code in its attempts to correctly deliver a packet, the packet must be encoded using multiple codes. This adds to computation overhead, which in turn may increase the energy consumed. However, Rizzo et al. [8] show that software FEC is not exceed-ingly expensive. The decrease in energy consumed due to the bandwidth reduction of the proposed scheme will most likely compensate for the the increase in the energy consumed by the additional computation.
Model of the air interface.
We assume that the quality of the air interface between the base station and the mobile host is modeled as an S state Markov chain 13, 7, 101. The states represent different levels of the "quality" of the signal between the host and the base station. The states in this chain are denoted by 0, 1, . . . , S -1. We define t i j to denote the transition probability from state i to state j , 0 5 i , j 5 S -1. Furthermore, a packet transmission is said to be correctable if the associated error-correcting code can correct the errors which occurred during its transmission. Let pi,, be the probability of a correctable transmission when the air interface is in state i and the packet is encoded using the error-correcting code c E C.
Without loss of generality, we assume that state i is clearer than state i + 1, 0 5 i 5 S -2, in the sense that, for any error-correcting code c E C, 2 pi+l,,.
Problem Statement & Solution
The problem addressed in this paper can be stated as follows. The sender has a packet of type T E 7 for transmission. The sender kiiows the packet's length L , its deadline D , and the associated reward % ( r ) for delivering the packet on time. The problem is to develop a strategy for relaying the packet to the receiver so as to maximize the expected net profit.
More formally, let TBT be the total number of bits transmitted by the sender in conveying this packet to the receiver. This includes one or more transmissions of the message bits and the associated check bits. Note that, if mult,iple transmissions occur, then the number of check bits in each transmission may be different depending on the code used. Then, the net profit
The problem is to develop a transmission strategy for ina,ximizing t,he expect,ed value of 77.
Solution approach
To provide quality of service guarantees, inost present day networks use a. connection-oriented approach in which a n applicat.ion must first establish a connection between the sender and the receiver before it can start sending/receiving packets [la] . The solution we propose is an Adaptive Forward Error Correction (AFEC) scheme. The first part of this scheme is performed at connection establishment, while the second part is used at run time when the application is sending a stream of packets.
Connection establishment phase
During the connection establishment phase, the sender computes a table of codes called the Code Lookup Table ( CLT). The CLT is indexed using three inputs: (i) an estimate of the number of transmissions of the packet possible prior to its deadline, (ii) the state of the air interface, and (iii) the type of the packet. This table is used at run time to determine the optimal code for transmission. The method for computing the entries in this table is based on the following two observations. The justification for this observation is as follows. Since there is possibility for only one transmission, the delivery of the packet is successful only if the transmission resulted in correcta.ble errors. When the air interface is in state s, code c will result in a correctable transmission with probability ps,c. Therefore, there is probability p s , c that the transmission results in a reward of % ( r ) . Since the cost incurred by the sender in using code c is $~ ( c ) . B,, the expected net profit is as given by Equation (1). From this observation, the best possible code to use for this packet and the optimal expected net profit are respectively Assume that t h~ stream has only one type of packet, and all packets ape of length 200 bytes Further,let the reward associated with each packet be 250 and suppose that the sender has access to the codes C = { C O , c1, c2) where co corresponds to deferment, c1 is (255,247) RS codel, and cz is (255,239) RS code. Let the cost for usin$ codes C O , C I , and c2 be 0, 208, and 216, respectively. Also, let the probability of correctable transrpissions for codes c1 and cz in the clear state be 1.0, and in the nozsy state be 0 59 and 0.96 respectively. 1
I"
Now suppose tihe deadline of a packet only allows for a single iiransmission, and the current state of the air interfac,e is clear. Then, the expected net profit & ( l , clear, 1) for delivering this packet using code c is the prodikct of the reward and probability of correctable trarisnhission minus the cost required for transmission Her ce, the net expected profit for CO, c1, and c2, are 0, 02, and 44, respectively. Therefore, c1 is the optimal cbde and the maximum expected net profit is 52 Hende, the entry in the CLT for state clear and m a x -t x = 1 is c1 (see Table 1 ) Similar, calculations can bp used to compute the entry in the CLT for state nozdy and nzaz-tz = 1 t tion 4.2.1. where for simplicity of notation ns denotes nozsy and cl denotes clear. Using Equation (4), the net expected profits for C O , c1, and c2 are 50.23, -34, and 35.60 respectively. Therefore, the optimal code in this case is co or deferring the transmission at the current time. The rationale behind the deferment is that there is a good possibility,0.909, that the next time around the state of the air interface will be clear. The rest of the entries of Table 1 are calculated in a similar fashion.
Run time phase
At run time, the sender periodically monitors the state of air interface. Now suppose a packet of type r having a deadline of D is ready for transmission at time t . Then, the sender executes the following steps in order to convey the packet to the receiver.
1. Estimate the maximum number of possible retransmissions prior to the deadline of the packet as m a s -t s = 1 9 1 . Where T is the retransmission timeout period. If m a z -t z _< 0 drop the packet.
2. Using the state of the air interface, type of the packet, and maz-tz as an index into the CLT obtain the optimal code opt-code for the current transmission.
3. If opt-code is co, then defer transmission of the packet. Otherwise, transmit the packet after encoding it using opt-code. In either case, set the timeout timer to 5".
4. If the timer expires prior to the receipt, of an acknowledgment, go back to step 1 to consider retransmission of the packet.
NOW suppose thkt, the packet deadline will allow for two transmissions, and the state of the air interface is nozsy. Then for lany code c E C the total expected net profit is: &(a, ns, 1)
Implementation Issues
Zero stuffing.
is customary in any FEC scheme, if the packet length is less than le blocks, the sender can append a sequence of zeroes to bring the total block size to IC, then use an ( n , k ) RS encoder to determine the ( n -IC) check symbols. Precious wireless = !R(l)pc,ns + (1 -pc,ns)(@(l, ns, 1) . t n s , n s + tns,cl@(1, cl, 1))
bandwidth can be saved by not transmitting the appended zeroes over the air interface. This requires the receiver to be made aware of the number of zeroes to append prior to decoding (see discussion below on air-link-packet ) .
air-link-packet. We assume that the message packet and the check symbols are encapsulated in an airlink-packet containing a header specifying the errorcorrecting code used, length of the message packet, and a header checksum. The receiver uses the checksum to determine whether the header is corrupted. If it is corrupted, the entire air-link-packet is assumed to be not correctable. Otherwise, from the information in the length and the code fields of the air-link-packet, the receiver decodes the message packet and if possible corrects the errors that occurred.
Selection of model parameters. The proposed scheme relies on the model of the air interface. The parameters of interest are: (i) the transition probability between the states, and the (ii) the probability of a correctable transmission for each code in C for a packet of a given length. The transition probability can be estimated by periodically monitoring the bit-error rate over the air interface. Both the base station and the mobile host usually monitor the quality of air interface to make other important decisions like handover. If each state is characterized by a range of bit-error rates, then the tra,nsition probabilities can be estimated by measuring the relative frequency of changes from one state to the other.
The probability of a correctable transmission for a packet of length L using a code c E C can be estimated experimentally. The sender can maintain the fraction of correctable transmissions for each state of the air interface. The sender can also analytically estimate the probabilities as follows. Consider a stat,e s of the air interface. Let avg-her be the average bit-error rate in state s. Let (72, k ) be the RS code under considera.tion and let syiiilen be the number of bits in each symbol of the ( n , IC) RS code. Also, let e be the number of symbols in the inesmge packet. Then, the probability of a correctable transmission, pct, is estimated as
In the above equation, pse, is the proba,bility of symbol error, pct is the probability of fewer than ( nk ) / 2 symbol errors in a packet of C symbols.
Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of AFEC. The evaluation is carried out using a discreteevent simulator based on the OPNETTM network modeling tool. The bandwidth of the air interface is assumed to be 1 Mbps.
The inputs to the simulator are the model of the air interface, characteristics of the real-time-message stream and the associated error-correcting codes. In the simulator, the air interface is modeled at a level of detail greater than required for implementing the proposed adaptive scheme. This is done to mimic the situation that will occur in practice where the biterror rate varies over time and the exact values of the stochastic parameters of this variation are not known to the sender or the receiver. However, the sender can monitor the past variation in the bit-error rate and estimate the stochastic parameter values necessary to make the code selection in the adaptive approach. Clearly, there will be in uncertainties in the parameter values estimated by the sender. Our evaluation shows that the performance of the proposed scheme is not very sensitive to the errors in the estimated values [a] .
The study of this effectiveness is carried out for two different types of real-time message streams. The first is a stream of ATM cells, each with a deadline constraint. The second is a stream of deadlineconstrained IP packets. We choose error-correcting codes appropriate to the type of the real-time message stream.
Simulation Method
Model of the air interface in the simulator. In the results presented here, the air interface between the mobile host and the base station is modeled using a two-state Markov clia.in1. We refer to the states as clear and noisy. The time spent in the clear and the noisy states are taken from exponential distributions with rates A, and A, respectively. For the simulation results presented here, the avlera.ge length of the clear state is 330 ins and the bit (error rate at each time instant is taken from a uniform distribution in the range of 0 to lop5. When the air interface is in the noisy state, t.he bit-error ra.te follows a bell-shaped function. More specifically, the time spent in the noisy state, say p , is first picked from an exponential distribution with rate A, = -.
Then, t,he bit-error rate at time t , to 5 t 5 to + p is b e v ( t ) = 0.02 x e -6 ( 7 -1 ) ' , where 1 'OPNET is a trademark of MIL 3 , Inc. t o is the time at which the air interface switches to the nozsy state. Note that, at time t o + p , the air interface switches back to clear state.
Simulation process. We assume that the sender has an infinite stream of message packets to convey to the receiver. The mqssage packet is either an ATM cell or an IP packet depending on the real-time message stream. As desciibed in Section 3.1.3, the message packet is encapsuiated in an azr-link-packet, When the receiver gets an azr-lznk-packet, it must determine whether the errors in the azr-lank-packet are correctable. In the simulator, this is carried out as follows. From the bit-error function, the probability of a correctable tranismission, pct, is first computed using Equation (5). The receiver then declares the packet to be correctable wii,h probability pct.
Performance mstrics. For each scheme simulated, the simulator corisiders the transmissions of a large number of message packets from the sender to the receiver. Let N be 1:he total number of message packets considered in the simulation. For each of these packets, the simulator maintains the relevant statistics. From these statisbics, the simulator computes the following three perfcirmance metrics: percent bandwidth overhead (B), miss rate (M), and the normalized net profit (P). These three metrics are defined as follows.
Consider the i t h message packet in the simulation. Define the TBT(i:i to be the total number of bits transmitted by the sender to relay the packet to the receiver. This includes one or more transmissions of the message packet, the associated check bits and the azr-Zznk-packet headeks. Note that, if multiple transmissions occur, the niimber of check bits in each transmission may be diffe~ent in the AFEC depending on the error-correcting code used. Let Bits-Cl(i) be the number of bits in the gar-lank-packet when the ith message packet is encoded using code c1. Note that, Bits-Cl(i) is the minimum number of bits that must be transmitted by the sender in order to deliver the packet to the receiver, We define the bandwidth oveShead for transmitting the ith pwket as TBT(2) -Blts-Cl(2) = Bits-Cl(i) Then, define the Percent Bandwidth Overhead'(B) as A larger value of B means that more bandwidth was used to convey the same amount of information. It also means mort' energy consumption since energy is consumed in transmitting each bit. Therefore, schemes with smaller B are better with respect to this metric.
Miss rate (M) is the fraction of message packets which miss their deadlines.
The simulator runs until there is 95% confidence that the estimated miss rate is within 25% of the actual miss rate. A scheme with smaller M is better with respect to this metric.
Normalized Net Profit (P) is defined as follows. Consider the relay of the ith message packet by the sender during the course of the simulation. Let Ri be the reward associated with a message packet. Then, the net profit to the sender as a result of conveying the ith message packet is R, -TBT(i) if packet meets its deadline { -TBT(i) otherwise. vi = Note that, 7; = R. -Bits-Cl(i) is the maximumnet profit the sender can get as a result of conveying the ith packet. Then, the normalized net profit is defined as Therefore, P for a given FEC scheme, is the fraction of the maximum cumulative net profit achieved as a result o i using that scheme.
Higher values of P means a better scheme with respect to this metric. In theory, P can be negative indicating a loss.
AFEC vs. SFEC
We assume that the sender has exact knowledge of the parameter values of A, and A, used in the simulated air interface. From the values of A, and A, the sender derives the state transition probabilities to the clear and the noisy states using the method described in Section 4.1. For the results presented here, let the transition probabilities from the noisy to clear and from clear to noisy are 0.904 and 0.096 respectively. Results of sensitivity of the proposed scheme to the estimation errors in the values of A, and A, can be found in [a].
ATM stream
We assume that each 53-byte ATM cell is encapsulated in an air-link-pucket before transmission over the air interface. The air-link-packet contains the 53byte ATM cell, the check bytes, and an 11-byte header containing a byte specifying the error-correcting code, a length field specifying the number of information bytes in the packet, and a header checksum. We consider two Reed-Solomon codes, c1 = (255,247) and cg correct 4 corrupted bytes while the (255, 239) RS code can detect, and correct 8 corrupted bytes.
The deadlines of the ATM cells vary from 0.75 ms to 2.5 ms. For the assumed air interface bandwidth of 1 Mbps, the transmission time for an azr-lznk-packet is approximately 0.7 ms. Since the sender must wait for an acknowledgment, the retransmission timeout is set at 0.75 ms. Therefore, depending on its deadline, each ATM cell can be transmitted at least once, but no more than three times prior to its deadline. For the results presented here, the reward for correctly delivering each ATM cell prior to its deadline is 1.25 times the cost of transmitting the ATM cell over the air interface using the e l code, i.e., reward of each ATM cell is 1.25 x 7 2 x Byte-cost, where Byte-cost is the cost of transmitting one byte over the air interface. For simplicity, we assume Byte-cost is unity.
Using Equation (5) and the average bit-error rate of 0.007 for the nozsy state and 0.5 x for the clear state, the probability of correctable transmission of the air-link-packet in the clear state is found to be 1.0 for both e l and c2, and in the nozsy state to be 0.59 and 0.96 for codes c l and c2 respectively.
IP stream
Most IP packets have length of fewer than 500 bytes. Therefore, we assume the length of the IP packet to be 512 Bytes. I P packets longer than 512 Bytes can be fragmented into smaller IP packets. AS in the case of the ATM stream, each IP packet is encapsulated in an air-link-pocket similar to the ATM case in Section 4.2.1.
Further we assume that the two Reed-Solomon codes available to the sender and the receiver are c1 E (1023,943) and c2 = (1023,895).
The (1023, 943) RS code can detect and correct 40 corrupted symbols1 while the (1023, 895) RS code can detect and correct 64 corrupted symbols.
The deadlines of the IP packets are assumed to range from 6.5 ms to 20 ms. For the assumed air interface bandwidth of 1 Mbps, the transmission time for an air-link-packet is 6.25 ms. Since the sender must wait for an acknowledgment, the retransmission timeout is set at 6.5 ms. Therefore, depending on its deadline, each IP packet, can be transmitted at least once, but no more than three times prior to its deadline. As in the case of the ATM stream, the reward for correctly delivering each IP packet prior to its deadline is assumed to be 1.25 times the cost of transmitting the packet over the air interface using c1. 'A symbol is 10 bits long. The probabilities of correctable transmissions were computed, as shown in :Section 3 using the average biterror rate of 0.007 for the noisy state and 0.5 x loF5 for the clear state, to be 1.0 for both codes e l and c2 in the clear state and 0.36 and 0.99 in the noisy state for c l and c2 respectively.
Bandwidth overhead and Miss rate. Figure 1 shows the percent bandwidth overhead (B) and the miss rate (M) for AFEC and SFEC schemes with the different code sets for the ATM and IP streams. AFEC with {eo, e l } achieves the smallest bandwidth overhead, but has the hightest miss rate. The miss rate in ( C O , C~) is high because it defers transmission of packets even when the deadlines are very close; this is due to the low probability of correctable transmission for code e1 in the noisy state , AFEC with {co,c2} and the SFEC with { c a ) incur a very large bandwidth overhead because of the large number of check bits introduced by code ca. However, due to these additional check bits of c2, the receiver can correct a larger number of symbol errors resulting in a lower miss rate. Although, AFEC with {eo, c1, cz} uses code c2, the judicious use of deferment a.nd the codes c1 and e:! results in a bandwidth overhead comparable to that of SFEC: scheme with { c l } . However, AFEC with {co, c1, ea} has a lower miss rate because of the added protection of code c2.
Normalized Net Proffit. The normalized net profit is a measure of the balance between the bandwidth overhead of a scheme and its miss rate. The relative importance of these two factors is reflected in the reward associated with each type of packet. Figure 2 compares the norirnalized net profit (P) for the AFEC schemes with the diflererll code sets. AFEC scheme with {cg, c1, e2} and with {eo, cl}has substantially higher normalized net profit than the SFEC scheme. AFEC with {cg., ea} and SFEC with {ea} have lower normalized net profit because of the high bandwidth overhead. AFEC with {eo, c1) achieves better profit than SFEC with {el} because of the lower bandwidth achieved by AFEC. In contrast, AFEC with { C O , C~, C Z ) has much higher profit than SFEC with {el} because of itis lower miss rate. Between the two good adaptive schemes, the one with {co, c1) has slightly higher norrnalized net profit, but its miss rate of 8% for the ATM stream and 5% for the IP stream may not be acceptable to many applications.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive forward error-correction scheme for real-time communication over a wireless intc:rface. Its main objective is to reduce the bandwidth overhead without jeopardizing the timely delivery of message packets in a real-time message stream. This objective is achieved by carefully deferring transmisision of a packet and by adaptively selecting the optinkal error-correcting code from a set of available codes. Through simulations we compare the performance of the proposed scheme with that of a traditional single code scheme in which all the message packets are encoded using the same error-correcting code. The simulation results show that the proposed adaptive scheme i cr much better than the single code scheme in terms of the bandwidth utilized and in terms of a profit function which combines the bandwidth utilized and the deadline miss rate.
